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Gathering large quantities of information on any number
of topics has never been easier. This certainly holds
true when it comes to researching and analyzing the
economy. The challenge is determining which data

set is most useful for addressing a specific need.
BizVoice® detailed a variety of economic indicators and the

value of each in March/April 2001. The prior year, characterized
by overinvestment in unproven technology companies, led to
an economic downturn that was exacerbated by the terrorist
attacks of 9/11.

The current economy is much more stable for investment, but
insight into forecasting business conditions is still a leading concern.
Numerous indicators serve as clues for determining economic
health. Few individuals have time to track them all, however,
unless they are involved with economics on a daily basis.

In an effort to narrow the field of information to a manageable
amount, BizVoice® asked six professionals from various Indiana
regions to share which indicators they favor and why.

Virtually all the experts we spoke with stressed that there
is no single economic indicator capable of delivering an accurate
assessment of the economy at any level. That said, personal
income, unemployment and gross domestic product (GDP)
were most commonly cited as good overall determinants of
economic well-being.

Local scene
Another common theme: the tendency

for local economic information to be
less useful than data at the national level.

“Data lags at the local level and it takes
longer to fine-tune than national data,”
explains Grant Black, professor of economics
at Indiana University South Bend.

John Stafford, director of the
Community Research Institute at Indiana
University-Purdue University Fort Wayne,
understands the problem of delayed
information. “People expect me to be able to comment on the
economy they’re living, not history,” Stafford offers. “You can have
up to a year and a half of time lapse between (local) sets of data.”

Many of the experts favor GDP for its accuracy as
an indicator, but emphasize again how much longer it
takes to obtain the local information. Accommodations
must be made.

“Unemployment (data) is a relatively small sample
when you get to the county level, but we use it all the
time because it’s the only thing that comes close to
being timely,” Stafford reports.

Carol Rogers, deputy director and chief information
officer of the Indiana Business Research Center at Indiana
University, echoes Stafford’s sentiments. “The question is
not what’s better or worse but what’s available,” she states.

Personal income, unlike unemployment and GDP,
addresses the quality of jobs. Stafford and others utilize
it for this reason.

“If you were to ask me for a single indicator, it’s job
quality,” Stafford reveals. “The big issue is personal income
relative to U.S. and Midwest averages.” He also reports seeing
more of a focus on job quality in economic development
efforts.

Jerry Conover, director of the Indiana Business
Research Center, also favors personal income as a broad
measure of economic health. He explains how this one data
set can be broken down to show total earnings, different
types of earnings and income by industry – all useful in
determining the quality of jobs in a given area.

Beyond the numbers
Michael Hicks, director of the Bureau of Business

Research at Ball State University, notes how the information age,
despite the constant threat of overload, has vastly improved
the quality of anecdotal evidence that economists receive.

“Business leaders today have much more access to good
financial information and as a result, have a much stronger grasp
on the economy now than in the past,” Hicks reveals. “I hate to
say it, as a professor, that I am listening more to business leaders
on the economy, but that’s the way it is.”

Economic Forecast: Combating Information Overload

March/April 2001
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from the Previous Year*

* Seasonally adjusted

Source: Indiana Business Research Center, using Bureau of Labor Statistics data




